The Carrotor the Stick:
Rewards, Punishments, and Cooperation
By JAMESANDREONI,WILLIAMHARBAUGH,AND LISE VESTERLUND*
Many institutionalarrangementssuggest that
punishmentsand rewards each play a separate
role in providing incentives. In New York
City's recent negotiations with its teacher's
union, for instance, the city sought a contract
that would strengthenschool principals' ability
to assign teachers to be cafeteria monitors, in
part because this allows them to punish underperformingteachers.The contractalso includes
rewards for teachers with good performance.
Another example is that some universities now
use a combination of raises and differential
teaching loads to encourage good performance.
Similarly,procurementand productioncontracts
andgovernmentregulationsin areasrangingfrom
meatinspectionto sulphurdioxidepollutionoften
include both bonuses for good performanceand
varioussorts of clawbacksfor bad.
Punishmentsand rewardsalso play an important role in informal relationships.We seem to
care about the unwritten social contract that
people should be cooperativeand kind to others,
and we are often willing to pay to enforce these
ideals. For instance,every time we take a taxi or
sit in a restaurantwe entrust our happiness to
anotherperson. If that trustis protectedthen we
may rewardit with a generous tip, but if not we
may leave less than usual, or nothing at all.
Likewise we may shun unfriendly colleagues
but invite the friendly ones to our homes, and
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secretariesmay performmore promptlyfor those
who are polite or bringgifts and less promptlyor
poorly for those who are rudeor unfriendly.Absent complete contracts,voluntarypunishments
andrewardsarethe mechanismswe use to sustain
cooperation.Understandingwhat triggersthe demandsfor each and theireffectiveness may help
us understandinformal relations and to design
institutions that can harness cooperation and
improve social welfare.
The objective of this paper is to begin a
systematic look at both punishments and rewards in economic laboratory experiments.1
Experimental studies have demonstrated substantial demands for both punishmentsand rewards.2 In one-shot proposer-respondergames
people are willing to sacrifice personal payoffs
to punish those who are unkind, and reward
those who are kind. These studies typically examine either rewards or punishments, but not
both.3 Thus they make it difficult to determine
what motivates these demands,how they interact, or how they affect cooperation.
1 To our
knowledge we are the first to study these questions in a simple proposer-respondersetting. David L. Dickinson (2001) examines a team productionproblem where
subjects may be exogenously rewarded or punished. He
finds that this mechanism increases efficiency. Martin
Sefton et al. (2002) examine repeated linear public goods
games and find that combined use of rewards and punishments resultin the most generouspublic good contributions.
In sequentialpublic goods games Andreoniet al. (2002) find
that subjects punish small contributionsbut seldom reward
generous contributions.
2
To keep the expositionsimple we will referin two-stage
games to a punishmentas a decreasein payoff thata secondstageplayerimposeson a first-stageplayer.Similarlywe refer
to a rewardas an increasein payoffs at the second stage. As
examplesof punishmentssee WernerGiithet al. (1982), Robert Forsyth et al. (1994), Gary E Bolton and Rami Zwick
(1995), ErnstFehrandSimonGachter(2000), andAndreoniet
al. (2003). Examplesof a demandfor rewardsare RichardD.
McKelvey and ThomasR. Palfrey(1992), Fehret al. (1993),
JoyceBerg et al. (1995), GaryChamess(1996), Chamesset al.
(2000), and Chamessand ErnanHaruvy(2002).
3
Exceptions are Klaus Abbink et al. (2000) and Theo
Offerman(2002).
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We examine punishmentsand rewards both
separately and jointly. We study a series of
two-person proposer-responder games with
costly punishments and rewards. Proposers
choose how much to share of a fixed pie. Respondersare in one of four conditions:punishor
reward,rewardonly, punishonly, or neither.By
considering two-person games we avoid freeriding on punishmentsby others, and by randomly changingpartnerswe avoid any repeated
game effects. By looking at rewards and punishments both separately and jointly we can
identify any interactionor complementarity.
We find substantial demands for both rewards and punishments. As expected, an increase in the offer by proposers, on average,
decreases the punishmentand increases the reward. Interestingly,while the average demand
for punishmentappearsto be independentof the
reward option, we find that the demand for
rewards is significantly larger when the responder doesn't have the option of punishing.
This suggests that the ideals subjects try to
enforce may be affected by the tools they have
available. We also find that, on average, the
proposedoffer is largestwhen a combinationof
rewards and punishments are available, and
smallest when neither option is available. Although the average offer of the rewards-only
treatmentexceeds that of punishments-only,we
find that rewards are much less effective in
moving the proposersaway from the minimum
possible offer. Thus one might expect less cooperation in societies where good behavior is
rewardedthan in those where poor behavior is
punished. Designing an institution around rewards only and omitting an option for punishments may be a mistake, even if in the end
punishmentsare rarely used.

I. ExperimentalDesign
We consider four variations of a proposerrespondergame. In the first stage of each variation a proposerdecides what portion of $2.40
he wants to transferto the responder.The only
difference between the four treatmentsis in the
responder's ability to punish or reward at the
second stage. We refer to the treatments as:
Dictator, Carrot-Stick,Carrot,and Stick. In the
Dictator treatment the responder can neither
punishnor reward.In the Carrot-Sticktreatment
the respondercan, at a cost of 1 cent, increaseor
decrease the proposer'searningsby 5 cents.4In
the Stick treatmentthe respondercan, at a cost
of 1 cent, decrease the proposer'searningsby 5
cents. Finally, in the Carrot treatmentthe responder can, at a cost of 1 cent, increase the
proposer's earningsby 5 cents.
The set of payoff combinationsthat are available in the Carrot-Stickgame is illustratedin
Figure 1. The proposer'spayoff is measuredon
the horizontal axis and the responder's payoff

4

For identificationpurposes we wanted the cost of punishmentsand rewardsto be independentof the offer. This is
not the case in the ultimatumgame nor in Fehr and Gachter
(2000) where a larger offer increases both the perceived
generosity and the cost of punishing.While there are cases
where the cost of say a $1 reward is $1, there are many
others where the cost versus consequence of rewards and
punishmentsis not one-for-one. For example, the cost of
complaining over bad service in a restaurantis likely to
be much smaller than the consequences imposed on
the waiter; similarly the cost of praise may be smaller
thanthe benefit. As the objective of this study is to examine
the interactionbetween rewardsand punishmentswe chose
a cost-consequence ratio where we expected to observe
both.
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on the vertical axis. The proposer chooses an
offer along the bold solid line, and conditional
on that offer the responder has the option of
choosing any point on the reward and punishment lines originating at the proposer's offer.
These choices are indicatedby the lighter solid
lines. To secure the responderthe opportunity
of decreasing the proposer'spayoff to zero, we
do not allow the proposerto make offers below
40 cents. The dashed portion of the bold line
shows the proposals excluded by this rule.
The 45? line, shown with light dashes, indicates the possible payoff combinationsthat result in equal payoffs to the responder and
proposer. While the responder decreases her
payoff by choosing any outcome off of the bold
line, note thatmoves into areasI and III resultin
a more equal distributionof payoffs than under
the original proposal. In contrast,subjects who
pick outcomes in areas II and IV could have
chosen an outcome which both resulted in a
larger personal payoff as well as a more equal
distributionof payoffs.
The feasible payoff combinationsin the Carrot treatmentinclude all points on or to the right
of the bold line, the Stick treatment include
points on or to the left of the bold line, while the
Dictator treatmentonly includes points on the
bold line. If it is common knowledge that all
individuals seek to maximize their personal
payoff, then the subgame-perfect equilibrium
outcome is the same for all treatments. The
respondershould neitherrewardnor punish,and
given this response the proposer should choose
the minimum requiredtransferof 40 cents.
We conducted three sessions of each treatment, each with ten proposersand ten responders, for a total of 30 subjectsin each role in each
treatment. Subjects were undergraduatebusiness students and were randomlyassigned to a
treatment.Upon arrivingto the experimentthey
were randomlyassigned to a computerterminal
and were given a set of writteninstructions.The
experimenterread the instructionsaloud, after
which the subjects were asked to calculate the
payoffs in a specific example of the game. The
answers to the quiz were collected, and the
example was reviewed verbally by the experimenter.Half of the subjectswere then randomly
assigned to be proposersand half to be responders. They remained in that role throughoutthe
experiment.
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Subjectsplayed ten iterationsof the game. In
each iterationsubjectswere randomlyand anonymously paired,with the stipulationthat no two
subjects met more than once. Subjects' identities were never revealed to one another. Subjects' earnings for all ten rounds were tallied
and added to a $5 show-up payment. While
waiting for their payment, subjects answered a
questionnaire. They were paid anonymously
with cash in envelopes which were handed out
by subject number. The experiment typically
lasted less than an hour, and including the
show-up fee the average earnings were $17.41
(standard deviation of $4.80, maximum of
$49.35, and minimum of $6.70).5 The instructions were kept as neutralas possible by referring to the punishmentsand rewards simply as
changes to the proposer'spayoff. A copy of the
instructionsis available from the authors.
II. Results
We first examine whether the observed behavior is consistent with the standardsubgameperfect equilibrium prediction. Next we
examine how the responder'soptions affect the
cooperative behavior of the proposer, and discuss the demandsfor rewardsand punishments.
A. EquilibriumPredictions
Figure 2 shows the average offers in each of
the ten rounds for the four treatments.In each
treatmentand in each of the ten roundswe reject
the hypothesis that the average offer equals 40
cents. Furthermoreoffers are not independent
of the treatment.The average offer is largest in
the Carrot-Sticktreatmentand smallest in the
Dictator treatment.7As expected the offers do
5 The
subjectwith the highest earningswas a proposerin
the Carrottreatment.That subjectmade generous offers and
received total rewardsof $36. The subject with the lowest
earningswas a proposerin the Stick treatment.This subject
never made an offer below 200, and indicated in the questionnairethat her main objective was to avoid punishments.
6
Treatingeach proposeras an observationwe test if the
average proposal equals 40. Across the ten rounds the
t-statistic is 12.6 for Carrot, 10.7 for Carrot-Stick,9.6 for
Stick, and 8.0 for Dictator.The resultsfor the last roundand
the last five rounds are similar.
7
Treating each proposer as an observation, we use a
t-test to determineif averageoffers differ across treatments.
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not decreasetowardsthe end of the experiment,
indicating that the proposers correctly understood the one-shot natureof the interactions.
Next we turn to the responders' decisions.
Here we find statisticallysignificantevidence of
both punishmentsand rewards.8In fact the willingness to reward and punish is substantial.
Across the three treatmentsresponderschanged
the proposer's payoff 43 percent of the time,
and over the ten rounds 80 percent of the responderschose to make at least one change of
the proposer's payoff. During the last five
rounds, 75 percent of the responders changed
the proposer's payoff.
Figure 3 shows the proportionof offers that
were either increased or decreased by the responder in a given round.9Once again we observe differences across treatments.During the
last five rounds the average responder in the

Differences are significantat the 5-percentlevel for the ten
rounds, at the 10-percentlevel for the last five rounds, and
with exception of the Dictator-Stickcomparisonat the 10percent level for the last round.
8 For all three treatmentswe reject the hypothesis that
rewards and/or punishments are zero. Treating each responderas an observationwe test if responderson average
chose not to change the proposer's payoff. Over the ten
roundsthe t-statistic is 4.6 for Carrot,7.5 for Carrot-Stick,
and 5.9 for Stick. The results for the last roundand the last
five rounds are similar.
9 Neither the likelihood nor the expenditureon changes
decreases over time. This suggests that both proposersand
respondersbehaved in a manner consistent with the oneshot interaction. This contrasts with the repeated game
result of Sefton et al. (2002).

Carrottreatmentspends 20.4 cents changingthe
proposer's payoff. In comparison, the number
in the Carrot-Stickis 14.7, and in the Stick
treatmentit is only 5.9.10
B. CooperationProduction Function
We saw in Figure 2 that the proposers'offers
differ across treatments,with Carrot-Stickoffers the highest (136 on average), followed by
Carrot (114), then Stick (97), and Dictator
(82)."MThis seems to indicate that punishments
alone are the least effective in moving the proposer away from the minimum possible offer.
However, when examining the distributionof
offers we find a much more subtle and interesting relationshipbetween rewards,punishments,
and cooperation.
Figure 4 shows the distributionof offers over
the last five rounds.Notice thatthe modes of the
distributions differ substantially across treatments. The most frequentoffer in the Dictatoris
40, the minimumpossible. Adding just rewards
leaves the modal offer at 40, but greatly in10Over all ten rounds the average cost of changing
payoffs are 14.7 in Carrot, 13.3 in Carrot-Stick,and 5.7 in
Stick. Treatingeach responderas an observationwe test for
treatmentdifferences. The t-statistic is 0.35 for the Carrot
and Carrot-Stickcomparison,2.68 for the Carrotand Stick
comparison, and 3.75 for the Carrot-Stickand Stick comparison. The results for the last round and the last five
rounds are similar.
11The data for the last five rounds is similar, with 146
for Carrot-Stick,118 for Carrot,95 for Stick, and 82 for
Dictators.
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nally, the Carrot-Stickhas a substantialeffect,
furtherincreasing the mode all the way to 240,
the maximumpossible offer. Overall, the distribution of offers in the Carrot-Sticktreatment
first-orderstochastically dominates that of the
three other treatments.Thus, while adding rewards only had little effect, adding rewards to
punishments has a profound effect. In other
words, rewardsand punishmentsseem to act as
complements in encouraging proposers to increase their offers.
C. Demandsfor Punishmentsand Rewards
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creases the variancein offers. A ssizable minority of people, 10 percent, aLctuallyshare
240 (and l lence raise the
everything
. .by*. offering
.
.1 averagein this treatment).Except for this small
group of generous individuals,most of the proposers actually behave as in the Dictator game.
This indicates that for most subjects, rewards
alone are not effective. The Stick treatment,
however, moves the behaviordramatically.The
modal offer is now 120, with virtuallyno offers
above 120. Hence, punishmentscan move people from the selfish to the equitable offer. Fi-

a decrease in the proposer's payoff.12 In this

subsection we examine how these punishments
and rewards differ with proposals as well as
with the treatment.
We start with punishments in the CarrotStick and Stick treatments. The demands for
punishments during the last five rounds are
shown in Figure 5. First note that the average
punishmentdecreases with the size of the proposer's offer. This is similar to the ultimatum

12
Across all ten periods the proportionof offers above
120 that are rewardedis 54 percent in the Carrotand 59
percent in the Carrot-Stick.Of offers below 120 the proportion rewardedis 31 percent in Carrotand 11 percent in
Carrot-Stick.Of offers below 120 the proportionpunishedis
43 percent in the Stick and 51 percent in the Carrot-Stick,
and of offers above 120 the proportionpunishedis 8 percent
in the Stick and 2 percent in the Carrot-Stick.
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game, where the cost of punishing is not independent of the offer. Second, the decrease in
punishmentis rathersteep-after the equal split
there are essentially no punishments. Of the
offers of 120 approximately15 percentresult in
some decrease in the proposers payoff.13 Finally, the responder'sability to rewardhas limited effect on the demand for punishments.14
The punishmentsof medium-sizedoffers are the
same across treatment, and although punishments of low offers appearlargerin the CarrotStick treatment, this difference is only
significant at the end of the experiment.15This
finding is surprising.One would not expect rewards of small offers, yet it is for small offers
that the availabilityof rewardsappearsto affect
the demand for punishments.
Next we examine the demand for rewardsin
the Carrot-Stickand Carrottreatments.The demands for rewards in the last five rounds are
shown in Figure 6. Similar to the evidence from
the trust game, a higher offer on average leads
to a larger reward. But the data reveal a result
which one may not have expected based on the
results from trust games: average rewardsat or
below equal-split offers are quite substantial.16
Another puzzling finding is the substantialdifference in the demand for rewardsbetween the
13 Duringthe last five roundsthe proportionof 120 offers
punished is 17 percent in the Stick and 13 percent in the
Carrot-Stick.
14
We use a conservative approachto labeling observations as censored when testing if the demandfor punishment
depend on the availability of rewards. We denote any observation that results in zero payoffs to the proposer, and
any observation where the responderchose not to change
the proposer'spayoffs as censored. Using a random-effects
model for censored data we regress the truncateddemand
for punishmentson the offer, a dummy for the Stick treatment, and an interactionbetween the two, and account for
censoring as described above. Looking across all ten
rounds, or just the last five rounds, we cannot reject the
hypothesis that the demands for punishmentsare the same
across treatments.As expected an increase in the proposer's
offer significantly decreases punishments.
15
Counting each responderas an observationwe test if
the option of rewardingincreases average punishmentsof
low offers. Across the last five roundsthe p-value of the test
is 0.21, and for the last roundthe p-value is 0.10. Note that
in each of the last five roundsthe punishmentof low offers
exceeds that observed in the absence of rewards.
16 Such choices cannot be revealed in the trust
game,
where all transfersresult in the responder receiving more
than half the pie (Berg et al., 1995). Note that the costconsequence ratio is one-for-threein the trust game.
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Carrot and Carrot-Stick treatments.17Conditional on the offer, the average rewardgiven in
the Carrotis larger than in the Carrot-Stick.18
Even for very large offers, where we know there
is no demand for punishment, we see that the
absence of the ability to punish results in substantially larger average rewards.
While punishments are unaffected by the
availabilityof rewards,we find that the rewards
are largerwhen there is no option of punishing.
It is the combinationof these results that makes
them puzzling. If one were presented simply
with the reward results, then it is tempting to
argue that the difference is caused by a simple
substitutioneffect. If rewardsand punishments
are viewed as substitutesin enforcing a certain
level of proposerkindness, then the demandfor
either one may be decreasing in own cost and
17
To determineif the responders'demands for rewards
change when punishmentsare available, we take a conservative approachto labeling observations as censored. We
denote any observation that results in zero payoffs to the
responder,and any observationwhere the responderchose
not to change the proposer's payoffs as censored. Using a
random-effectsmodel we regress the truncateddemandfor
rewardson the offer, a dummy for the Carrottreatment,and
an interactionterm between the two, and account for censoring as describedabove. The joint hypothesis that there is
no effect from the punishment option is rejected with a
p-value of 0.04 over the ten rounds, and 0.03 over the last
five rounds.As expected an increase in the proposer'soffer
significantly increases rewards.
18
Treating each responderas an observation we test if
the average rewardis largerin the Carrot.The p-values for
the last five rounds and for each of the seven offer ranges
are from smallest offer to largest: 0.04, 0.30, 0.07, 0.03,
0.12, 0.17, and 0.05. The insignificantresults are generally
found for offers where there are fewer observations.
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increasing in the cost of the other input. If the
ideal is the same across treatments,then excluding one of these substitutabletools simply suggests thatrewardsshould be largerin the Carrot
than in the Carrot-Sticktreatment.If subjects
are limited to only using one of two tools, then
they may use the available tool more. In contrast to our experimental evidence, this also
implies that the demands for punishmentswill
be larger in the Stick than in the Carrot-Stick
treatment.Thereforea simple substitutionargument cannot explain the combined results.
To betterunderstandwhat motivates rewards
and punishmentswe examine the distributionof
final payoffs in the Carrot, Stick, and CarrotStick treatments. Figure 7 shows the payoffs
during the last five rounds in each of the three
treatments.The bold line illustrates the set of
possible proposals, and the thin lines illustrate
the possible changes that the responders can
choose when given a particularproposal. The
circles illustrate the observations, where the
area of the circle shows the numberof observations as indicated by the key. Circles on the
right edge of the figure indicate observations
where the proposer's payoff exceeds $4.00.
In the Carrot-Sticktreatment,90 percent of
responderschose to either punish or reward at
least one time, and 60 percent of all choices
involved a punishmentor reward.A substantial
numberof responderschoose outcomes that simultaneously decrease equality and decrease
theirpersonalpayoff-areas II and IV of Figure
1. A total of 23 percent of the observations
during the last five rounds are in this area,
corresponding to more than half the subjects
choosing at least one outcome which decreases
both their absolute and relative payoffs.
The substantial treatment differences between the Carrot and Carrot-Sticktreatments
are apparentwhen comparing the distributions
of final payoffs. Relative to the Carrot-Stick
treatment, the Carrot treatment shows much
largerrewardsoverall, as well as largerrewards
of low offers. Here 35 percent of all responses
make relative payoffs more unequal,which correspondsto 70 percentof the subjectsmaking at
least one choice which decreases both their absolute and relative payoffs.
Comparingthe outcomes of the Stick and the
Carrot-Sticktreatmentsreveals that more punishments in the Stick treatmentresult in a final
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outcome where the responder'spayoff exceeds
that of the proposer's. Thus, responses appear
more extreme when only one tool is available.
Based on these payoff distributionswhat can
we conclude about the motive for punishments
and rewards?It is clear that respondersdo not
simply aim at equalizing payoffs, otherwise
they should not be choosing outcomes that decrease both their absolute and relative payoffs,
nor should rewardsbe larger in the absence of
punishments.19Rather our results may suggest
that the ideals enforced by respondersdepend
on the tools they have available.2?Specificallyit
appearsthat proposersin the Carrot-Sticktreatment are held to a higher standardthan those in
the other treatments.In the Carrot-Sticktreatment the offers first-orderstochastically dominate those of the othertreatments.Thus, for any
given offer a larger fraction of offers exceed
that offer in the Carrot-Stickgame than in any
of the other games. As a result, the same offer
may be seen as less generousin the Carrot-Stick
treatmentthan if it were made in the Carrotor
Stick treatment.All else equal, this would result
in smaller rewards and larger punishments in
the Carrot-Sticktreatment.Combined with the
substitutabilityarguments,two opposing factors
may be affecting the average demand for punishments. On one hand the absence of rewards
may cause a substitution towards the punishment option, and on the other hand the lack of
rewards may imply that a given offer is perceived as being more generous, suggesting less
punishment. In contrast, both of these effects
suggest largerrewardswhen there is no punishment option. Our findings are consistent with
both of these effects.
III. Conclusion
We have examined demandsfor rewardsand
punishments and their effects on cooperation.

19
Examples of equity models are presented in George
Loewenstein et al. (1989), Bolton (1991), Fehr and
Klaus M. Schmidt (1999), and Bolton and Axel Ockenfels
(2000).
20 The reciprocitymodels
by MatthewRabin (1993) and
MartinDufwenbergand Kirchsteiger(1998) cannot account
for these differences in demands. The reason is that they
predictthat the kindness associated with a particularoffer is
independentof the availability of rewardsor punishments.
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We considereda simple proposer-responderenvironment with randomly rematched partners.
In this way, our experimentallowed us to concentrate on the pure demands for rewards and
punishments.By considering four conditionspunish or reward,rewardonly, punish only, and
neither-we can identify the effect each has
separatelyand jointly.
We find, first, and perhaps surprisingly,that
rewardsalone are relatively ineffective in moving the modal offer away from the most selfish
one possible. Second, punishments improved
cooperationby eliminatingextremely selfish offers, pushing proposersin the Stick treatmentto
modest degrees of cooperation. Combining rewardsand punishmentshad a very strongeffect.
In the Carrot-Sticktreatmentthe modal offer
was the most generous one possible, often leading to rewardsby responders.Even thoughgenerous offers were not punished, such generosity
was only reached when the threat of punishments existed. This indicates that rewards and
punishmentsact to complement one another.
In addition to this, we also found some surprising treatment effects in the responders'
choices. While demands for punishments are
unaffected by the availability of a reward option, we found that rewards are larger when
there is no option of punishing. The combination of these two findings is quite puzzling. An
explanationmay requirea definitionof kindness
that changes by treatment.Given the distribution of offers it may be that a particularoffer is
perceived as less kind in the Carrot-Sticktreatment than in the other treatments.This suggests
that the two tools are not merely substitutesin
enforcing a fixed objective, but ratherthat their
availability alters the ideals that they enforce.
Thus, comparedto punishment-onlyinstitutions
we may observe harsher conditional punishments when rewardsare also available.
Finally, what do our results suggest about
how these voluntary demands shape economic
institutions?While more work clearly needs to
be done, cooperationin our experimentis most
successfully enforced in an environment in
which both punishmentsand rewardsare available. The process suggested by our data is that
the stick can help by getting people to move
away from perfect selfishness and to test the
waters of cooperation.The carrotcan then take
over by encouraging further cooperation, ren-
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deringthe stick a rarelyused but necessarytool.
Our results show that when devising incentive
systems it is importantto recognize thatin some
environments the absence of a reward is not
equivalentto a punishment-it is importantthat
both tools be present.
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